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The Times They Are A Changing’
It is kind of timely and ironic when last month it was
announced Bob Dylan was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for Literature. As a child of the 1960’s, and being witness to the
transition of Bob Dylan from folk artist extraordinaire to moving on to the electric rock sound at the Newport Jazz Festival
and the uproar it caused along with the release of the all-electric “Like a Rolling Stone” album. It was as if he had abandoned
the loyal following that had ordained him the emperor of folk music. It reminds me, as it is with national elections and the
changing of power, nothing is ever constant in our culture, except for that ever constant we know as “change”. As Bob Dylan
realized, to grow as an artist, he had to try new things and new directions. In other words, make a change.
The 1960’s were a period of immense and radical change as a generation was coming of age.That generation was my generation.
It is now referred to as the “Baby Boomers.” The generation before ours was” the Greatest Generation” and that was my
parents. The “Greatest Generation” did not know what to make of our music, haircuts, dress and counter culture views.
Similarly, my generation now struggles to understand the Millennials.This group is perceived by my generation for the most part
as those who are entitled and/ or spoiled or greatly unrealistic. I would surmise that Millennials are probably misunderstood
as my generation was by my parents. Remember those liberal hippies of the 1960’s morphed into the conservative yuppies
of the 1980’s. So, what is my point here you may be asking? Well that change is inevitable and our republic and governmental
systems were designed to work with it. To keep the ship righted as it were.
We have just come through a presidential election, which will be spoken about years’ from now, as one of those turning points
in our nation’s history. Neither candidate was liked, both with dismal approval ratings. But there was one thing permeating the
air and it was change. Whether you were a supporter of Bernie Sanders, Donald Trump or Hillary Clinton the electorate was
sending a message in the primaries’ and up to the conventions that the nation needed to change its governing methods and the
people wanted that done. This election was more than a vote for president, it was a vote for change and a message to the law
makers of the nation, the U.S. Congress, that “We the People” need you to govern and to take care of the people’s business.
Many people fear change, because they do not know what the future may bring. One thing, I believe we all can agree on, is
that our current system is broken and in need of repair. Much like the 1960’s, we are in a time of political upheaval. The 1960’s
were driven by a war that no one supported or really understood, which included a military draft that was biased on race,
nationality and privilege - social upheaval in the form of an equal rights movement. This drove folks to riot in the streets and
protest on university campuses. You could argue that the new medium of television helped drive change through satellite
driven communication.
This election year of 2016 is different but similar in many ways to that of the 1960’s.We still are overcoming race related issues;
however, they are compounded by the mass immigration of illegal aliens over the past 50 years and now encompass many folks
of color, nationality and origin.We are in a war on terrorism, which has no defined borders and has brought strange bedfellows
into alliances with an all-volunteer armed forces in place. We are now having to deal with a global economy, where a decision
in Hong Kong in the morning can influence business in Dallas that evening. The internet and social media platforms send news
and information at lighting speed connecting the world like never in our history.

As Bob Dylan said over 50 years ago, the times they are changing. As a nation, we will survive and prosper because
the republic was designed to do so. Foresight by our founding fathers crafted the nation through laws and a
constitution to overcome the follies of previous empires and kingdoms and forbid totalitarian regimes from forming.
As we evolve, change is needed to keep in sync with the changing times. Partisanship and lack of debate will give way
to consensus and civil discourse, which will lead to the America we all know and love.

Steve Paterson
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League City Regional Chamber
“Year In Review” Luncheon
When:

December 9, 2016, 11:30am - 1:00pm

Where: South Shore Harbour Resort (Marina Plaza)
			 2500 South Shore Blvd
Join us as we enjoy holiday music from the Clear
Creek High School Chamber Singers, say goodbye
to outgoing board members and welcome new ones,
Ambassador of the Year Awards and more!

Presented
By:
RSVP Required To: Jane@LeagueCityChamber.com

Holiday
Open House

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 - 5-7pm
319 E. Galveston St, Suite B - League City
Come Celebrate the Holiday Season With The Chamber!
Food . Beer . Wine . Entertainment . Door Prizes . And More!

Jane

Cooking With

Enjoy a Few of Ms. Jane’s Favorite Holiday Recipes!

A Recipe Collection From Jane McFaddin

Big Daddy Harold’s Pound Cake
•
•
•
•
•

2 cups shortening
3½ cups sugar
10 eggs
4 cups flour, sifted
The juice & rind of 1 lemon, grated

Beat the shortening for ten minutes. Add the sugar,
beating until extremely fluffy (about 10 to 15
minutes) Add the eggs one at a time, beating well
after each. Add the flour, lemon juice and grated
rind and beat until smooth.
Bake 1 ½ hours in a moderate oven (325) in a
greased and floured tube pan or two greased and
wax paper-lined loaf pans)

New Orleans Cream Pralines
• 1 pound box light brown sugar
• 1/8 tsp salt
• 3/4 cup evaporated milk
• 1 tbsp butter
• 2 cups pecan halves
• 1/2 tsp vanilla
Combine brown sugar, salt evaporated milk, butter in
2 quart pan. Stir over low heat until sugar dissolves.
Add pecans. Stir over medium heat to softball stage
(234 on candy thermometer). Remove from heat; stir
in vanilla; cool 5 minutes. Stir rapidly until mixture
begins to thicken and coats pecans lightly. Drop
rapidly from a tablespoon onto aluminum foil to form
patties. If candy becomes too stiff to handle, add a few
drops of hot water. Cool till set. (Makes about 20).
MOMENTUM / Holiday 2016
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Are
Mobile-Friendly

Websites
Necessary?

By Steven Reddy, Select Marketing
Steven@selectmkt.com
Mobile Friendly or Mobile Responsive Websites will soon be REQUIRED within the Google Algorithm. On April
21, 2015 Google announced that its algorithm would show preference to Mobile Responsive Websites. Google
has hinted for a long time about the importance of mobile friendliness.They are now making good on those hints.
Google’s new position is that their algorithm will evaluate your Website’s Mobile Responsiveness ABOVE your
website’s desktop version. That is a dramatic shift, and it is coming right after the first of the year in 2017. This
change by Google is relative and relevant. Pay attention to what they are asking you to do to your website. It will
benefit you immensely. If you ignore this algorithm change it will hurt your website’s search ability. Therefore, it
will hurt your business! Your website needs to be mobile friendly whether Google wants it to be or not. It just
makes good sense.
The amount of internet searches made by tablets and smart phones is growing
every month. Combined, mobile platforms account for 75% of the total digital
media time spent. More than 80% of Social Network activity is on mobile
devices. The US National monthly average for all mobile internet searches is
approaching 60%. Why would you want 60% of your website visitors NOT to
be able to view your website properly? It doesn’t make good business sense.
If your competitors do not have a mobile responsive website, their internet
website rankings will be diminished. That will be an advantage to you, IF your
website exhibits mobile friendliness. What do you think is going to happen if
your competitors listen to Google and you don’t? I’m not sure you are going to
like the answer! At any rate, I think you can clearly see the advantages of making
your website mobile responsive or exhibiting mobile friendliness. Google is
making this change to their algorithm because they want their Google Internet
Users to have a better internet experience. That is good customer service.You
may not appreciate it, but Google’s mobile device users certainly will!
Contact your website developer as soon as possible, and have them make any necessary changes to your website
so that Google will appreciate your Mobile Friendly Website.
10
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"My Favorite Holiday Movie!"
Whether you are participating in the parade with a float, decorating your vendor booth
or simply attending the festival and parade, we are so excited to see everyone's fun way of
showing off their Favorite Holiday Movie.
Friday evening begins with shopping and strolling through the beautifully
decorated park.
At 7pm there will be a movie under the Oaks
-----------------------------------------Saturday morning kicks off with the
Children's Parade at 10 am
Saturday evening at 6pm is The Grand Night Parade of gorgeous floats
and the streets full of people!
-----------------------------------------Sunday is the Annual Costume Contest and
Pet Parade at 1pm

Any Questions? Contact: Janice Hallisey, Event Director, Jcolehallisey@comcast.net
December 2nd, 3rd and 4th @ Iconic League Park, 512 2nd St, League City, TX 77573

www.leaguecityproud.com

How To Host An Easy, Catered Event
Impress your guests with delicious catered food!

By: Hilary Hart,
Tradicao Brazilian Steakhouse

Holiday office lunches and parties are in full swing between Thanksgiving and Christmas Day.
Everyone will eat enough turkey to satisfy them for months to come. Catering a non-traditional meal
can be a nice change for you and your office mates! Below are tips for how to host an easy catered
event.
Planning
When planning for your event first assess your budget. This will determine the
restaurants and catering companies from which you will request quotes. If you
have a lower budget, consider a potluck, serving the main course only or even just
light bites between lunch and dinner.When looking for a caterer, go with someone
reputable that has reviews for reference. Hot foods are a crowd pleaser and
desserts close out events on a positive note. Also consider which items you need
such as tables, chairs, plates, napkins, silverware, salt and pepper shakes, waitstaff, etc.
Some helpful questions to ask your caterer:
Is my date open? What is included in the quote? What is your price with taxes
and service? What is not included? Do you accommodate dietary restrictions?
Booking
Now that you’re ready to book, make sure your caterer is responding to your
questions in a timely manner. Email correspondence ensures that you communicated your requests
clearly. Ask for written documentation to confirms and detail menus and rentals. Confirm your order
with the caterer a week before the event and clarify all details for the delivery such as time, address,
where to park, where they will be setting up and if they need anything such as an outlet or space
requirements. Give them your day-of phone just in case they need to get in touch with you.
Day of the Event
The big day is here! Confirm your setup is complete with tables, chairs, buffet table and trash receptacles.
Make an announcement before the meal thanking your colleagues for the year and to request their
help to clean up at the end!
Treat your office and yourself with catering that makes everyone happy and less work for you!
MOMENTUM / Holiday 2016
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The Parallel Levels of
Golfing & Parenting

By: Glenn Freedman
glennfreed@gmail.com

Galveston County is both kid-friendly and a
recreational paradise.The two are more alike than one
might think. Both are deceptively easy to understand
and incredibly complex to master.
Golfing and parenting can be understood on seven
different levels. And, just as golf is much more than the
act of whacking a little white ball with a crooked stick,
so too parenting is much more than changing a smelly
diaper or spritzing antiseptics on skinned knees.
The seven levels of golf (or fishing or most other
recreational passions) are simple concepts to grasp.
However, mastery of the levels is complicated,
consuming a lifetime. Level one is the observable
act of golfing. This means the physical act of swinging
a club precisely, resulting in the ball sailing down a
fairway’s midsection and eventually plopping into a
4.25 inch cup.The golfing action also includes knowing
which clubs to use and when to use them. Level two
complements level one; that is, the strategy of golf.
The swing is a tactic; course management is strategic.
There are many golfers with beautiful swings, but still
have high scores, because they have not mastered
course management or having a ‘game plan.’
Level three is golfing behavior.A golfer should know the
ethics and etiquette of golf, including an understanding
and application of the game’s rules, and such nuances
as on-course repair of bunkers and divots, and of
knowing the difference between a red stake and a
yellow one.
Level four is golfing relationships. Each player must
learn to play well with others. Some interpersonal
rules are simple: who plays first, who talks when, the
niceties of cursing and the evils of club tossing and
slamming putter heads into the green.

Other behaviors are subtler and can affect even the
best of friends, such as gambling and gamesmanship.
Level five is golf pacing and relates to knowing your
place in the grand pilgrimage around the course. Golf
is an assembly line of players, following one group
behind the other, from hole to hole. If one group is
too slow, people are affected for the rest of the day.
Too fast, and we are bonking balls off the noggins of
the people in front of us.
Golf’s sixth level is about stuff. Often the stuff is helpful,
with clubs and balls and tees high on the utility scale.
However, much of the stuff we buy is unnecessary and
has nothing to do with golf, but the stuff does identify
one golfer to another. Examples are the caps, GPSs and
course apps, divot tools, golf magazines and thousands
of doodads we can all find on the internet, in the pro
shop, and at the nearest retailer. Our materialistic side
convinces us that the more stuff we have, the deeper
our commitment. Or so we think.
Last, but not least, the seventh level refers to the
golfing culture. It is the appreciation of why the first
tee at St. Andrews is not the same as the first tee at
one’s home course. Golf is a distinct subculture, with
stories and history that bind generations and players,
weaving the tapestry of heroes and legends. Level
seven adds a sense of perspective about changes cross
time, traditions, and a sense of belonging.

All seven levels of golf apply to the seven levels of parenting. The act of having a child begins the process. Yet,
giving birth is to parenting what swinging a club is to golfing. Necessary, but nowhere near sufficient. Level
one is what we do with our kids on a daily basis. Level two is the strategy we have for raising our kids: college
and college funds, developing a life-time love of reading or fishing or whatever else we value.
Level three is parenting behavior, an understanding of how
to interact with your kids, how to discipline, role modeling,
and everything else that happens when parents and kids
are together. Level four is parenting relationships, such as
how to collaborate with teachers, other parents, coaches,
and the many others who affect our families.
Level five is parent pacing. Parent pacing is the wide, wacky
world of understanding which behaviors are age appropriate
and age relevant. This might include teaching kids to read,
having the birds-and-bees talk, driving, traveling alone, when
to wear make-up, and thousands of other small decisions
that parents have to make. When a parent hears, “…but,
EVERYONE is doing it,” that parent has a pacing issue. Level six is parenting stuff. Not much needs to be said
here. Toys and clothes, bikes and cars, iPhones and video games. We are what we eat – and what we buy.
Level seven is parenting culture. Being a parent is a lifetime responsibility, starting at the moment we learn an
umbilical cord is in our future. There is a history, a culture, stories to tell and tell and tell. Parenting may be
the hardest work most of us have. Parenting moves us to a separate part of our culture. And, grandparenting
moves us to rarified air, indeed.
Every golfer who has walked two holes with a stranger knows intuitively who has mastered which of the
seven levels. Every parent who has gone to dinner with a family intuitively forms opinions about what type
of parent someone is.
Anybody can have a baby. It takes a lot to be a good parent. Levels and levels and levels.
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Tax
Protests
Here, There & Everywhere
By: Cheryl E. Johnson, PCC
Galveston Co. Tax Assessor Collector
Cheryl.E.Johnson@co.galveston.tx.us
Nobody likes to pay property taxes but some dislike it more than others.
You may recall hearing in January of a Wichita Falls Texan who was arrested while trying to pay his 2015 property
taxes. The young man arrived to the County Tax Office with $600 in tightly folded dollar bills—so tight that it
reportedly took tax office personnel nearly six minutes to unfold each bill. The Wichita County tax collector
claimed that the spectacle brought work to a halt so he asked the customer to leave. Wanting to pay his taxes
timely, the man refused, was arrested and charged with criminal trespass. As if that was not enough, unhappy
about being arrested; the man broke away from the officer and earned an additional charge of resisting arrest.
Never should have happened….Section 31.06 of the Texas Tax Code requires the acceptance of cash for the
payment of taxes.
Then there was the Forks Township, Pennsylvania man who, accompanied by his wife and children, paid $7,143
in one dollar bills to his tax collector and posted the entire thing on YouTube. Mr. Fernandes claimed his money
is being “stolen” since his children are homeschooled thus not placing any burden on the township’s school
district.Thankfully, the Pennsylvania Township tax collector had a better sense of humor than the Texas County
one as the Fernandes family remained free of arrest for their protest.
Mr. Smith (his real name) of Houston was not arrested either when he arrived in the Galveston Branch of the
County Tax Office in December 2010 with a 30 gallon black garbage bag. After confirming acceptance of cash,
he plopped it on the counter and stated, “Then I want to pay my taxes and this is my personal protest.” The bag
was filled with 5,918 new one dollar bills – scrunched and folded.
For several hours, my team flattened, sorted and counted, an amused audience grew and the customer affirmed
his belief that government was wasteful, should be run like a business and defended his protest. Not a soul
argued with him, they simply continued to flatten, sort and count. Soon, Mr. Smith began to feel a bit guilty
and apologized but, ever hopeful someone would make a fuss, made a last ditch effort to rile my team. “Well –
certainly your boss will be upset that I took so much of your time with this,” he affirmed.
Ever ready with a quick quip, the Chief Deputy in charge agreed that I would indeed be upset but only because
I had missed the spectacle! Preparing to finally post the payment, the Customer Service Rep asked whether he
would like to pay the 73 cent balance in pennies. He did and was presented a receipt, a smile and a Hershey’s
kiss!
I called Mr. Smith the following day, thanked him for the opportunity to have served him during his protest and
obtained permission to share it with others.We still exchange Christmas cards and an annual chat, chuckle and
heavy sigh that the bills continue to increase. I will keep working on that, on behalf of all of you who dutifully
fulfill your civic duty whether delighting us your personal form of protest or simply paying the bill! Trust too
that your concerns are shared with those making decisions that affect your pocketbook.

MOMENTUM / Holiday 2016
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18th Annual 2017 Yachty Gras Celebration
The unique Yachty Gras event that is held each year during the Mardi Gras Season
begins a grand week of celebration for the Clear Lake area on February 11, 2017 at
7 PM Welcome aboard the traditional “Kick-off Party” to be hosted by the Sundance
Grill at Waterford Harbor. Admission is FREE and open to everyone and the party will
consist of hors d’oeuvres, cash bar, live and silent auctions. Net proceeds from this
event will benefit Wounded Heroes of Texas. The original artwork for the poster by:
Dr. Maurine Howard titled, “Tenderness of the Sea” will be the poster theme for this
years’ events.
The following weekend on Saturday February 18, at 7PM the Yachty Gras Grand Night
Parade “Americas largest Mardi Gras Boat Parade” will begin from the Seabrook
Channel and proceed past the Kemah Boardwalk. The elaborately decorated yachts
will be throwing beads to the revelers viewing the parade along the route. Parade
judges will be located at Bubba Gump’s Shrimp Company at the Kemah Boardwalk.
Yachty Gras is a spectacular “Family Event” for viewing and participating in the Yachty
Gras Grand Night Parade.
Book your hotel, or Bed & Breakfast rooms early to come and enjoy a fantastic
weekend of fun and revelry for the whole family. Dine at the finest restaurants on
the Gulf Coast and explore all the Clear Lake Area has to offer. “Laissez les bon temp
rouler”
Sponsorships and in-kind donations are also available from $100 - $10,000+ with
Business Name or logo on all marketing and advertising materials, the Yachtygras.
com website and prominently displayed during each of the three day events. A special
recognition announcement on radio & TV during the Kick-Off Sponsorship Party
and if requested a representative from your organization can speak during the Party.
For more updated information visit: yachtygras.com or call 713-882-4040 and a
representative will come to your office or business for sponsorship pickup.
MOMENTUM / Holiday 2016
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SOLUTIONS
From Creative People

By Dion McInnis,
Empowered Creativity Institute
Dion@Dionmcinnis.com

‘Tis the season. We are on the path of events to give thanks, share gifts and focus on new opportunities with the
coming year. The five weeks of Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year serve as a microcosm of how to use your
creative potential for success – however you define success for yourself.
Thanksgiving: Give Thanks … quietly, privately, openly, publicly.
You may have heard the term, “attitude of gratitude.” It has been bandied
around so much that it has almost become a cliché. One can be grateful
and not give thanks; the former is in the heart, and the latter is shared.
A lot of people, events, influences, choices, serendipity and more have
brought you to where you are today. And if you love yourself, then you
love the entire variety of people, events and influences that got you here.
By sharing – giving thanks – with others and/or whatever Higher Power
your faith model follows, you also build connections, affirmations and synchronicity that draws out energy,
creativity and passion from you and those with whom you share. Gratitude is great; thanking brings it to life.
Christmas: Share Gifts … give your abilities and their “outcomes” with others
Your gifts, your abilities, are best when shared. Don’t force people to have to seek them and unwrap them.
Give freely of your abilities (and humility for the areas in which you lack), particularly those that come naturally.
Don’t force others to seek you out, plead for you to share, and then struggle to get the wrapping/facade/sales
pitch/what’s-in-it-for-me cover off your gifts in order to benefit from them. In challenging financial times, it can
be difficult to offer presents to others; but, when giving the gift of your abilities, talents and love, there is always
room for another sharing.
New Year’s: Resolve to make the most of a new year’s worth of opportunities.
No challenge – personal or professional – is beyond the creative, empowering ways fueled by giving thanks
and sharing gifts. The only missing element is focus. Resolve. Unwavering commitment. The river that never
surrendered created the Grand Canyon. The baby who never surrendered learned to walk. The things you can
accomplish by resolving to commit to steps and simple actions can be subtle or sublime. They can be personally
meaningful or change the world.
This holiday season, express thanks and share your gifts, and then resolve to take action each day. You’ll empower
your creative nature and that of others to live a more fulfilling, loving life.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Empowered Creativity Institute with Dion McInnis offers a variety of services that connect, persuade, engage and inspire. Are you
looking for the right words in your stories, sales letters, blog postings, web pages, etc. to connect, persuade, engage and inspire sales,
loyalty and engagement? Contact Dion at Dion@DionMcInnis.com
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Veterans honored at Houston Methodist St. John “A Salute to Veterans”

Veterans and their families shared time together on Nov. 10 at Houston Methodist St. John Hospital. The second annual
event was hosted to honor those who have served, remind them that they are still appreciated, and let them know that
all veterans, active military, and their families are welcome at the hospital.
At the event, everyone enjoyed learning details and hearing anecdotes about our veterans’ service. Hors d’oeuvres and
refreshments were served, and each guest received this year’s commemorative red, white, and blue Houston Methodist
St. John cap.
“A Salute to Veterans is just one of the ways Houston Methodist St. John provides outreach to local veterans and military
families,” said Dan Newman, CEO. “Our hospital is an official US Family Health Plan (USFHP) provider, and is proud to
provide high quality health care to those with USHFP health insurance coverage.”
USFHP representatives were present at the event, as well as volunteers from BAHEP Cares!, an executive mentoring and
Bay Area Houston Economic Partnership community outreach program to support veterans. Primary care physicians, Dr.
Sam Lingamfelter, Dr. Mark Aguilar, and Dr. Rosemary Eseh-Logue, also attended to visit with guests.
“We continue to expand our offerings in the areas of health care that are most important to veterans, as well as civilians
and their families,” Newman said. “We are invested in delivering the highest quality health care to all patients we serve.”
In recent years, Houston Methodist St. John has invested significantly to expand its primary care physician group and grow
existing services and specialties such as orthopedics and sports medicine, obstetrics, gynecology, urogynecology,
weight loss surgery, and neurology.

United Way Galveston County Mainland Posing Before the November Membership Luncheon, “Celebrating Non-Profits”

First Lady of League City, Mrs. Janice Hallisey, wearing her festive attire at the Membership Lunch

Chamber members enjoying the November Membership Luncheon

Chamber member, Melissa Kinney, standing next to her MD Anderson Spotlight Table

We had a furry visitor at our November Membership Luncheon

Staying Healthy
With Limited
Mobility

By: Amber Bagwell
CP Home Care

Oftentimes, a severe weight problem, chronic breathing condition, diabetes, arthritis or other ongoing illness
may limit your mobility. Perhaps you are a little less steady or sure of yourself as you age. You may be a
regular exerciser side-lined with an injury. Whatever the case, engaging in simple yet regular exercises not
only keeps your body strong, it also helps you do daily tasks with ease, maintains mental sharpness, and fights
off depression.
Believe it or not, in almost every situation, you can still reap the benefits (both emotional and physical) of
exercise. People with limited mobility need health care and health programs for the same reasons anyone else
does—to stay well, active, and a part of the community.
As well as the physical challenges you face, you may also experience mental or emotional barriers to exercising.
It’s common for people to feel self-conscious about their weight, disability, illness, or injury and want to avoid
working out in public places. Some older people find that they’re fearful about falling or otherwise injuring
themselves.
• Don’t focus on your mobility or health issue. Instead of worrying about the activities you can’t enjoy,
concentrate on finding activities that you can.
• The more physical challenges you face, the more creative you’ll need to be to find an exercise routine that
works for you. If you used to enjoy jogging or cycling, for example, but injury, disability, or illness means
they’re no longer options, be prepared to try new exercises. With some experimenting, it’s very possible
that you’ll find something you enjoy just as much.
• Be proud when you make the effort to exercise, even if it’s not very successful at first. It will get easier the
more you practice.
Although people with limited mobility sometimes have a harder time getting
and staying healthy than people without, there are things we can all do to get
and stay healthy. You should engage in regular physical activity based on your
abilities and should avoid inactivity. Also talk to your healthcare provider
about the amounts and types of physical activity that are appropriate for
your abilities.
Tips for getting fit:
• Find opportunities to increase physical activity regularly in ways that
meet your needs and abilities.
• Start slowly, based on your abilities and fitness level (e.g. be active for at
least 10 minutes at a time, slowly increase activity over several weeks, if necessary).
• Avoid inactivity. Some activity is better than none!
Home care can be an important part of independent living for those with limited mobility. You may need a
little extra help with meal preparation and housekeeping or even physical therapy and pain management to
maintain a healthy and safe lifestyle.
Don’t let age, disability, or injury stop you from being fit and active.
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Shopping
Locally is
Good Business
By: Leonard Woolsey
Galveston County Daily News
leonard.woolsey@galvnews.com

While completing your holiday shopping can be
as easy as the click of the mouse, it is not always
good for League City.
A healthy community is built upon good schools,
employment opportunities, and a diverse choice
of locally-owned business. Shopping online with
a warehouse-only business located several times
zones away can undermine all of these important
features of your community.
Bricks and mortar, as local businesses with
storefronts are called, are so much more than
what you see from the curb. Inside is a dream, an
investment, and important financial contributor
to your community.
In League City there are thousands of examples. Each works to create the right selection of goods and
services to those within a 5 to 10 mile radius. And when you shop locally-owned, as a majority of chamber
members are, you are supporting a larger economic engine that makes good schools, beautiful parks, and
local jobs possible. Consider the following: when you spend $100 with a small locally-owned business, $68 of
those dollars remain in your community to be reinvested, pay taxes to support improvements, and contribute
to local schools. This compounding effect is accomplished by the owner paying employees, purchasing gas for
vehicles or supplies from another local business, as well as paying a share of taxes into the community pot.
Think of this a one big circle of life - only playing out right here in League City.
How much is reinvested in League City when you click the mouse? Zero, nada, zilch. Ask yourself if your
purchase is an investment in your community or simply a spend - a transaction without any local impact. The
former is a boost to your local economy; the latter a hollow purchase with no positive local impact.
This season, we’d encourage you to shop locally. Visit your favorite local businesses or walk into a store
that has always caught your eye as you drive past each day. Inside you’ll find your neighbors - either behind
the counter or shopping in the stores. Meet people. Stop and grab lunch or coffee. Make an adventure of
exploring League City. And know with each purchase, many times of items you’ll never find while shopping
on your phone or computer, will mean so much more to your community.
This year make a difference in your community - shop locally.
MOMENTUM / Holiday 2016
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3 Ways To Help You
Determine How Much
House You Can Afford
Tips to Figure out Your Price Range

By: Lauri Coppock, Sr Loan Officer, PrimeLending, A Plains Capital Company

When you’ve decided that you’re ready to buy a house,
it can be tempting to start looking at listings right away.
But the last thing you want to do is find the perfect
house and then realize that you can’t afford it. Here are
three ways to help you figure out your budget ahead of
shopping for your new house.
Understand Your Financial Situation
Before buying, it’s important to familiarize yourself
with your current financial situation and review your
monthly expenses. Take a look at your savings account
and consider how much money you could realistically
afford to put toward a down payment. Additionally,
learning your credit score and your debt-to-income
ratio are steps that don’t take a lot of time and can help
prevent potential surprises down the road, when you’re
looking into your specific loan options.
Use a Mortgage Calculator
If you want to avoid doing math to see how much you
can spend on a new house, we’ve got you covered –
check out a home loan calculator online to explore
your options. They make it easy to compare mortgage
terms, predict your monthly mortgage payment and
much more.

Get Prequalified

One of the easiest ways to determine how much
house you can afford is to get prequalified, which
gives you an idea of how big of a loan you may
qualify for. To get prequalified, you speak with a
qualified loan officer and provide information on
your credit, income, assets and debts.
When you’re prequalified, you’ll be able to focus
your house hunt on homes within your price
range. Plus:
* You can make an offer on the same day you find
the perfect home
* The seller can expect fewer delays with your
offer, making your offer more attractive
* Sellers are likely to prefer your offer over a buyer
who is not prequalified, giving you negotiating
power
* A real estate agent will move quicker knowing
you’re prequalified and ready to buy
To get prequalified is a brief process, sometimes
taking as little as 10 minutes. It should also always
be free!

Better Business By Design:
E-commerce Optimization
By Cynthia Rando, Sophic Synergistics, LLC
cynthiarando@sophicsynergistics.com
‘Tis the season when businesses welcome the hustle and
bustle of holiday shoppers and a boost to their bottom lines.
The world of cyber shoppers has leveled the playing field by
helping smaller businesses to better compete with the big box
stores. Especially, now that online e-commerce site services
are more accessible than ever. However, the design of your
e-commerce site can make or break your business if you do
not design for your customer and work hard to deliver the
best experience possible. Specifically, you must intimately
understand how your customer will want to use your website
and what they expect when they interact and experience your
products and services. Whether you already have a website or
are planning to build a new, utilizing human centered design
techniques can improve your ability to compete and deliver
exceptional experiences. A customer friendly website will
prevent confusion when users visit your site, create an interface
that is easy to use, and allow customers to locate items
quickly and efficiently. Here are a few tips to get you started!
Navigation
When your customers arrive at your web doorstep do they
immediately know where to go to find what they are looking
for? If they don’t know what they are looking for, does your
site give them the right information, in the right places, and
in an effective way to find the items they may want to buy?
These are some of the many scenarios you must consider
when you are organizing your site to encourage customers
to interact and browse products from your online store.
Tips
• Less is always more: less scrolling, less searching, less stuff!
• Make sure your navigation bars and drop down menus are
grouped in a manner that contain items that have a natural
connection with one another
• Include menu headers that are descript and match the
items to be listed based on your
• customers’ expectations
• Ensure that the menu bar is available at the top and bottom
of the page, in addition to a left
• navigation option
• Build in a search function in case your headers or menu
groupings don’t match user expectations and they are
unable to find what they are looking for
• Make it easy for customers to contact you directly or
connect with you via social media
• The more you make a customer work, the less likely
they will continue to be a customer on your site
Clutter
Another major pitfall is including too many “bells and whistles”,
think critically about how best to position your brand and what
will naturally highlight your products or services. Customers
are easily overwhelmed and become impatient with flashy
graphics, too many/conflicting colors, unreadable font sizes, and
long load times for content. You can lose a potential customer
within 3-6 seconds if their immediate experience is not easy!

Tips
• Avoid layering fonts on images, this is very difficult to
read and can often cause users to miss items they are
looking to buy
• Minimize the number of different colors used on the
website, ensure that the colors chosen contrast well
with each other
• For example, black on white or blue on white.
• Do not use font sizes that are too small, 10 pt. or
larger
• Make sure images match the products/
services and videos are relevant to content
and not used as fillers, you want to draw
attention to the products/services, not distract
User Experience/Successful Shopping
Your customers have arrived to your virtual Candy
Shoppe in search of your best-selling fudge featured
on the “Must Buy” Christmas list of 2016. When they
arrive to your site they land at an amazing video on how
to make a simple 4 ingredient fudge. They click on the
link...nothing happens. The customer tries again...now
the site freezes. In less than 10 seconds, the customer
becomes annoyed, leaves the site for a competitor, never
buys the fudge they wanted, and worst of all will never
return. This is a business’ worst nightmare and most
catastrophic customer experience, not only did your
website design lose the sale you lost a new and potential
repeat customer.
Tips
• Make sure your customers enter your site at a
location that brings them to what they are looking
for without distractions
• If you have a best-selling item, it should be
featured front and center on your home page and be
“findable” no matter where they are within your site
• For every action your customer takes with your site
there should be immediate feedback to let them
know that their action yielded the expected result
• For example, after going through the checkout process the website should provide immediate
notification that their order was received successfully
• Make the entire experience easy with the least
number of steps possible to browse, find, purchase,
love your products/services, and come back again!
Incorporating a human centered design approach to all
aspects of your business and customer experience will
drive higher revenues and encourage repeat patronage
every time!
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READY OR NOT THE DOL’S NEW OVERTIME RULE IS HERE…NOT!
AN INJUNCTION HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THE DOL’S NEW OVERTIME RULE

By Nicole Bellow
Smarter HR Solutions

Did you know that on November 22, 2016, federal district court Judge Amos Mazzant from the Eastern District
of Texas granted a preliminary nationwide injunction that temporarily blocks the United States Department
of Labor (DOL) from enforcing its revised overtime law regulations on the white-collar exemptions to the
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)? This new federal regulation would have raised the Fair Labor Standards Act’s
(FLSA’s) salary threshold for exemption from overtime pay from $23,660 to $47,476. For now, Mazzant says
that this “… preliminary injunction preserves the status quo while the court determines the department’s
authority to make the final rule as well as the final rule’s validity.”
This injunction was so “hot off the press” and unexpected that in my quest to verify the information on
November 23, 2016, I found that the DOL were unaware of the injunction and so I was referred to the
Legislative Library who was also unaware of the injunction however, referred me the State of Texas Law Library
where I was able to verify and confirm the information. Please note that this injunction is not permanent but
is only a temporary injunction. This is a great opportunity to run scenarios to implement ‘if and when’ the
injunction is lifted. This temporary injunction prevents the regulations from going into effect on December 1,
2016. A “final” decision will be made at a later date based on the actual merits of the case, so changes in the
FLSA salary threshold for exemption may be back.
So you may be asking yourself, “What does this all mean and how does it impact me?” So here are some things
you may want to consider. First, the deadline of December 1, 2016 to implement the proposed overtime rule
is no longer valid and therefore is not actionable. Second, do not disregard because the injunction is only
temporary so be sure to stay abreast of how this issue develops and for any guidance. The rule may still be
implemented at a later date.Third, be aware that the DOL possesses the right to challenge the decision and has
stated that it is looking at all legal options. Lastly, if your organization has already increased exempt employees’
salaries to comply with the DOL’s updated rule, be careful on how you communicate the next steps. The

Society for Human Resources Management (SHRM) reported that attorney Alfred Robinson, Jr. of the Ogletree
Deakins law firm in Washington, D.C. and former acting administrator of the DOL’s Wage and Hour Division
stated that “employers will likely want to leave decisions in place if they have already provided salary increases
to employees in order to maintain their exempt status…it would be difficult to take that back.” However, if
there were exempt employees who were in the process of being reclassified to nonexempt, Attorney Robinson
suggested that employers may want to postpone those decisions until the litigation is over and a final decision
is made.
The Society for Human Resources reports that Gerald Hathaway, an attorney with Drinker Biddle & Reath in
New York City stated “If an employer is in a position to [reverse] changes scheduled to take effect next week,
it can do so with some confidence, solely on the basis of this decision,” and … those employers can send a
communication to employees indicating the changes were made based on the regulation taking effect Dec. 1, but
the changes will be re-evaluated as further legal developments occur.”
Further, SHRM reports that Attorney Michael Arnold with Mintz Levin in New York City, explained that
“Employers have no legal obligation to unwind the changes,” … They will have to consider what costs they
will incur if they do roll back the changes, including cost to employee morale and the administrative expenses.
If those potential costs outweigh the possible labor-cost savings, employers may want to think twice before
reversing.” He also noted that any higher wages already paid cannot be taken back.
There is no steadfast rule which fits every industry
and every situation. In industries with tight profit
margins, such as the retail and restaurant industries,
employers may be at a labor cost disadvantage and
find themselves less competitive if they implement
the rule early or before the final decision. Other
industries may find that their competition have
implemented the rule which may sway decisions
made by top talent. Each company must weigh the
pros and cons when planning to move forward.
In closing, it is important that employers plan on
how to restructure their workforce in the future, if
necessary, and not accept this temporary injunction
as permanent but for now you can exhale. Be careful
on how you classify your employees; be sure to follow the federal rules on exempt vs nonexempt classifications.
I urge you to please be mindful of how this change is communicated in an effort to retain your talent and to stay
within the guidelines of compliance and labor laws. Also, if upward adjustments were made to salaries, you may
want to consult with your HR Department or HR professional about how to best handle the aftermath with
your employees. As always, if you need to speak to us, we are here!
To find the court order on Case 4:16-cv-00731-ALM Document 60 Filed 11/22/16 in its entirety go to:
http://www.txed.uscourts.gov/page1.shtml?location=notable, then click on State of Nevada, et al vs United
States Department of Labor, et al.
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Make sure to view our Calendar of Events
to be kept informed of all of the upcoming
events, seminars, meetings, etc. at the
League City Regional Chamber of Commerce

319 East Galveston Street
Suite B
League City, 77573
281-338-7339
LeagueCityChamber.com

